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iBase Notes 

iBase was written by Mark Silver (ms@igage.com) for Ben Clemen (Benjamin.Clement@carbon.utah.gov) 

Date: 1 Feb 2015  

Setup your Trimble Base like this: 
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When you start iBase, it looks like this: 

 

Clicking the ‘Launch RCapture’ button spawns off a DOS Command box with the Trimble RCAPTURE.exe program running in it, hopefully 

acquiring streaming data from a receiver. Checking the ‘Enable Processing’ box starts the iBase program looking for closed capture files from 

RCapture, when they are found, they are processed and placed in a NGS compliant directory structure. A built-in FTP server will then serve these 

files out to authorized users when the ‘FTP Enable’ checkbox is checked. 

The FTP server should be very secure as it does not have implementations to store files, remove or make directorys, delete files. It is not possible 

to navigate the FTP server out of the designated base ftp folder. 

Under the ‘File’ menu you can process a single CAP/DAP file or process all of the files in a folder (and sub folders if any.) There is a separate 

folder designated where ALL CAP/DAT files are placed (after ZIPPING to conserve space.) If the primary store fails, you can unzip all of the files in 

the backup folder and iBase will quickly regenerate all RINEX files and folders. 
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You configure iBase by pressing F8 or clicking on ‘Options: Settings…’. 

These are the default settings in iBase: 

 

The typical way to install is to place everything in one folder on the same drive (by default e:\iBase) except for the backup storage location for 

DAT/CAP files which is best placed on a different physical drive. 

Station name is used when launching RCAPTURE and ends up being the first four characters of the station name. The station name should be 

lower case. (If you have multiple RCAPTURE sessions capturing data to the same folder, iBase will automatically process all of the files 

(presumably from multiple bases) into the same FTP output. 

The IP:Port is passed to RCAPTURE as the source for RT17 streaming data. It can be a internet address or resolvable destination. The port must 

be specified after a colon. RCAPTURE is always triggered to build 60 minute files. 
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The Antenna Number, Type, Agency, Observer, OBS Comment, Serial Number are stuffed into the generated RINEX files. Often the comment will 

hold information about the NAD83 position of the station or contact information. 

The program uses the Temp folder to build RINEX files, it leaves them there until the next file is processed so you can look at the latest processed 

data without having to navigate through the FTP folder for ZIPped files. Processing is accomplished using TEQC. The command line for the TEQC 

is formed from the settings ‘TEQC Process Command’ after substituting values for the %xxx% tokens. The log file from TEQC is named to match 

the output files, zipped and archived in the FTP output folders. 

Log files are kept in the LogFile and FTPLogFile locations. They are rotated at the end of each day. 

The raw folder has to have a copy of RCAPTURE in it. When you push the ‘Launch’ button this program is spawned. This raw folder is where base 

RT27 messages are accumulated into files. When RCAPTURE closes the file at the top of the hour, the program will: 

1. Save a copy (ZIPPED) to the Raw Backup Folder. 

2. Build a complete set of RINEX files. 

3. ZIP the results and place in the ftp RINEX and Native folders with this structure “YYYY\JJJ\site\” where YYYY is the current year, JJJ is the 

Julian day of year and site is the 4 character site ID configured as the station name. 

4. Delete the captured file (but remember there are two ZIPed copies, one in the back up and one in the native folder.) 

5. It is expected that the backup will be a separate physical drive. There is a reprocess function in the tool, so if you have a pile of files that 

have not been processed, you can just dump them in the raw folder and within 20 seconds they will start being processed and stacked in 

the output structures. 

You can enable the file processing and the FTP server separately. The FTP server only allows outbound transfers. Most functions are 

unimplemented and the FTP client is not allowed to migrate outside of the ftp root folder (no jail breaking.) 

 

As of 1 Feb 2015, I have tested this tool using two CORS stations and it appears to work. However, I am sure there will be problems. Let me 

know! 

 

Mark, ms@igage.com 


